Host CO_Smug says:
<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>
CSO_Syrna says:
<MO Shan>::in sickbay::
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::On the bridge in her chair::
CTO_Adrel says:
::in CB4 slowly pacing up and down trying to find a way to get them to open those containers::
Harba_Kutch says:
::walks around the cargo bay wearing a trench in the deck plating::
CSO_Syrna says:
::in science lab finishing manufacture of Hyronalin gas::
CTO_Adrel says:
<SEC>Harba: The operations officer should be soon with you.
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::moves to Sci 2 and does an internal sensor sweep to make certain that there is no radiation 'spillage' from the Orions or the cargo that was transported over.::
Host CO_Smug says:
<Orions in CB4>::Watches the pretty CTO pacing back and forth.  Smile at each other.::
Harba_Kutch says:
SEC: About time, thanks.
OPS_Dvon says:
::arrives in the cargo bay looking for Harba Kutch::
CTO_Adrel says:
::stops:: Orions: What is amusing you?
Harba_Kutch says:
::spots a rather attractive man just entering the CB::
CTO_Adrel says:
<SEC>::nods at Harba:: Harba: He has arrived. ::points::
Host CO_KBeth says:
::in TL on her way to CB1 to meet up with Smug:: *MO Shan*: Dr. Is there any reason why that vaccine can't be opened to check it?
Harba_Kutch says:
::shimmies over to the man:: OPS: Would you be D’von?
CSO_Syrna says:
<MO Shan> *CO* Let me find out ::goes to ask Orion Doctor what the vaccine is for::
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::smiles as she sees no radiation spillage but has the computer scan automatically for signs of spillage that may show up later.::
Host CO_KBeth says:
::waits for both the Dr's answer and for the TL to arrive at her destination::
Harba_Kutch says:
::bats her long eyelashes and flashes a white smile at him::
OPS_Dvon says:
::looks up at one of the most beautiful woman he has even laid eyes on:: Harba: Umm..... Yes, I am.  From what I have heard you must be Harba Kutch, the Orion 2nd officer.  I heard you were looking for me
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::nods to the Duty SO and then proceeds back to her chair::
CTO_Adrel says:
Orions: Tell me again, why is it we can't open those containers?
Host CO_KBeth says:
::leans up against the corner humming to herself.  Rather enjoying the solitude for a few rare moments::
Harba_Kutch says:
OPS: Yes, I heard that you are in charge of the power on this fine ship and I just had to meet you. ::smiles and runs her fingers along his arm::
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::sits down and swings her console over in front of her::
CTO_Adrel says:
<TO>::monitors sensors::
OPS_Dvon says:
::his palms begin to get all wet, and small bumps appear on his arm where she had touched.  Usually he was quit comfortable around women, even attractive women but something was different about her.:: Harba: ::coughs:: Umm.............Yes, I am the ships Operations Officer
Harba_Kutch says:
::leans closer:: OPS: Perhaps we could talk about power allocations? I'd just love to discuss all the intricate details with you, if you have the time of course.
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::sees a report come in from Engineering reporting their readiness to release the gas::  *CSO*: The AT reports that they are ready when ever you are to release the gas.
CSO_Syrna says:
<MO Shan>::hears Zinn inform her of the plague on Psellus III and the medicine they are shipping is called pselliad vaccine.::
OPS_Dvon says:
Harba: power allocations............ ::went blank for a moment::  oh yes of course, I would love to be with you.........umm to discuss the details of course
Host CO_Smug says:
<Flynn> ::Wonders why OPS gets to meet the Orion women.  Continues to fly the ship.::
Harba_Kutch says:
OPS: Any chance we could do it somewhere more......well......comfortable, say your quarters?
CSO_Syrna says:
*XO* The gas will be complete into the exact number of canisters required to disperse it thoroughly in the next 5 minutes. I will transport them over then.
Harba_Kutch says:
::glances over at the security men and smiles::
CTO_Adrel says:
::stares at the Orions guarding the containers::
CTO_Adrel says:
<TO>XO: Nothing special to report on sensors, sir.
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::nods to the TO:: CSO: Acknowledge. ::send the CSO's report to the AT::
Harba_Kutch says:
OPS: Of course we'd have to get those goons to let me out of here. ::nods at the guards::
CSO_Syrna says:
<MO Shan> *CO* The pselliad vaccine needs to remain enclosed in those cases.
Host CO_Smug says:
<Orions>  CTO: Well, we were told that they were not to be opened.  If you wish, you may discuss it with Captain Smug.  :Smiles warmly.::
OPS_Dvon says:
::starts shaking, not a lot but it is noticeable:: Harba: My quarters.......::looks over at the guards:: oh they aren’t a problem ::head clears as a thought comes to his head:: I will be very glad to talk about power distribution or what ever else you want to do I mean talk about but you will have to do something for me
CSO_Syrna says:
<MO Shan> *CO* Opening the containers could pose a serious bio-hazard to this ship. Had I known about the contents... I well... then again we did have to get it off the ship.
CTO_Adrel says:
Orions: So be it! ::gets out and orders a SEC to get in for a minute::
OPS_Dvon says:
::has sly smile on his face as he awaits Harba's answer::
CSO_Syrna says:
<MO Shan> *CO* May I suggest once the radiation is dispersed on the Orion ship we remove the vaccine from our vessel.
CTO_Adrel says:
*XO*: Cmdr, we need to find a way to open those containers. The Orions guarding them say we need to ask CO Smug.
Harba_Kutch says:
::smiles her sweetest:: OPS: Oh I would be only too happy to. Now tell me, what do you need?
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
*CTO*: We are working on it.
OPS_Dvon says:
Harba: I need you to let me have our science officer get a sample of what is in those contains we brought aboard
Harba_Kutch says:
::continues to run her fingers along the man's arm::
Host CO_Smug says:
<Dak  / Asyr> ::Watch the security officer watching them.::
CTO_Adrel says:
*XO*: Aye. I don't know what can be done. But we need to see if what is in there is what it is supposed to be. I will leave the SECs here and go check CB1. Adrel out.
Host CO_KBeth says:
::TL arrives:: *MO Shan*: Very good Dr.  We should be able to beam them back over within 24 hours.
OPS_Dvon says:
::looks down at his arm, and back up at Harba::  Harba:: If you think my arm is nice, let me get a sample of what is in those contains and I will show you nice
CTO_Adrel says:
::orders the other SEC to enter CB4 before she heads for CB1::
Host CO_KBeth says:
::heads to CB1 and looks around for Smug::
Harba_Kutch says:
OPS: I am so sorry, but only the Captain can do that. I'm only a lowly executive officer.
CSO_Syrna says:
::sees manufacture of the gas is complete::
CSO_Syrna says:
<MO Shan> *CO* Good!
Host CO_KBeth says:
*XO*: Report.
CSO_Syrna says:
::talks to the Transporter Chief to transport the gas containers to the Orion ship::
Host CO_Smug says:
<Dak / Asyr>  ::look at each other, shrug and walk over to the security guy.  They begin chatting about life in Starfleet etc.::
CSO_Syrna says:
::contacts Engineering to let them to know to expect the containers::
Harba_Kutch says:
OPS: But perhaps I can help you out in other ways...::smiles and plays with his collar::
OPS_Dvon says:
::moves in close and starts using her own tricks back on her:: Harba: You are telling me that a women as graceful and elegant as yourself can not give me permission to obtain just a small sample of what is in those containers. No on will ever have to know, and it will be perfectly safe.
CSO_Syrna says:
::knows N'ka will know where best to place them as he has probably learned every secret passageway in that ship::
Harba_Kutch says:
::sighs:: OPS: Only Captain Smug has the access codes to the containers.
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
*CO*: There is no radiation spillage occurring on our internal sensor ma'am.  The CSO is about ready to release the gas.
CTO_Adrel says:
::arrives outside CB1::
Harba_Kutch says:
OPS: Has anyone ever told you what a handsome man you are?
CSO_Syrna says:
*XO* The Engineering team has begun work on the Freighter and will notify you when they have released the gas.
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
*CSO*: Understood.
OPS_Dvon says:
Harba: So the contains have computers controlling access, what if I told you I could access the computers and unlock them with out the codes, would you at least tell the two guards in the storage area to leave for a few moments while I do that.
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
*CO*: The gas is being released.
Harba_Kutch says:
::inches towards the door::
Host CO_KBeth says:
*XO*: Good.  Our medical staff advises us not to open the vaccine containers due to possible bio-hazard contamination of our ship.  We'll beam it to the freighter as soon as the radiation is dispersed.
OPS_Dvon says:
::motions for the two security guards to step in front of her::
CTO_Adrel says:
<SECs CB1>::follows OPS orders::
Harba_Kutch says:
OPS: Now that might be arranged for a small price.
CTO_Adrel says:
::enters CB1::
CSO_Syrna says:
::cleans up in the labs and takes off the white coat::
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
*CTO/CSO*: Our medical staff has informed us that it is not a good idea to open the containers.  Reminder.... please keep all Orions in the CB please.
OPS_Dvon says:
Harba: Well, first you do this for me then you can have what ever you want
CTO_Adrel says:
*XO*: Aye. I will make sure my teams gather everyone in CB1. Although, two Orions will need to stay in CB4.
Host CO_KBeth says:
:notices a small commotion around where the OPS and the Orion 2nd are and starts to move over to their direction::
CSO_Syrna says:
*XO* Understood.
Harba_Kutch says:
::slinks back to him and puts her arms around his neck and squeezes:: OPS: You were saying?
Host CO_Smug says:
::Walks over to T'Kar.::  CO: Captain!  Thank you for this lovely place to sleep.  ::Smiles::  You must allow me to repay you.
CTO_Adrel says:
::walks to OPS:: OPS: Is everything okay? ::looks at Harba's arms::
Harba_Kutch says:
::sees the CTO and glares at her::
Host CO_KBeth says:
::walks up to OPS and looks pointedly at the Orion hanging around his neck:: Smug: No…no....there is no need.  As long as the vaccine gets to Psellus III.
OPS_Dvon says:
::reaches up to remove her arm::  CTO: Everything is okay, Mrs. Kutch was just asking me about ship systems and how to better manage them.
CTO_Adrel says:
::looks at Harba:: OPS: She is asking in a special way I see.
Host CO_Smug says:
CO: I am sure with your wizard of an engineer it will take no time at all to repair our meager vessel and we will be on our way.  In the meantime, I insist!  My crew is quite talented.  Perhaps a small celebration..?
Harba_Kutch says:
CO: Yes Captain, your operations officer is quite knowledgeable.
OPS_Dvon says:
CTO: Oh yes, she is very playful :: at least he hopes so::
Harba_Kutch says:
CO: Oh please Captain. :;looks at D’von:: I would love to dance for you all.
Host CO_Smug says:
<Flynn>  ::Just knows he's missing out on the Orion Animal women.  Everyone goes to Cargo bay one, no one comes back.  Thinks lurid thoughts about the party he is missing.::
CSO_Syrna says:
::enters the lift::
CTO_Adrel says:
::stares at Harba:: OPS: Well, I will be around... and checking how you guys ... play. ::grins as she walks away::
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::senses the FCO emotions and thinks 'Down Boy':: FCO: FCO: Status Report!
Host CO_KBeth says:
::looks at all of them and then relents with a grin:: Smug: I think that would be a splendid idea. ::dryly::  I'm certain that Ens D'von will be happy to assist in the preparations?
Host CO_Smug says:
CO: Yes!  Harba is an accomplished dancer.  Several of my men play the Orion balalaika, some juggle.  It will be our chance to show your crew how much we appreciate your timely rescue.  ::Smiles, the light glittering on perfect teeth::
CSO_Syrna says:
::enters the bridge::
CSO_Syrna says:
::goes to SCI I::
OPS_Dvon says:
::smiles:: Harba:: That would be great, but Captain I would like to speak with you first
CTO_Adrel says:
::walks around talking with her staff, checking from time to time that Orion::
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::notices the CSO:: CSO: Good work on the timeliness of your work.
Host CO_Smug says:
<Flynn> XO: We're still on course for Psellus III, still towing that irradiated hulk.  And I'm missing all the action....uh, ma’am.
CSO_Syrna says:
XO: Efficiency is its own reward.
Harba_Kutch says:
::lets D’von go and backs away slightly::
Host CO_KBeth says:
Smug: Why don't we set it up for 2100 hours.  Your crew will need some rest after their radiation treatment .
Host CO_Smug says:
Action: The CTO sees that her security people are enjoying themselves talking with the friendly and outgoing Orions.
Host CO_Smug says:
CO: Ahhh, that will be fine.  Several of us could be allowed back to our ship to retrieve our instruments?  While the injections are still in effect...
CSO_Syrna says:
::takes her station, starts doing research into the plague on Psellus III::
CTO_Adrel says:
*Tactical personnel*: Make sure all Orions are in CB1. Also, do rounds of the different decks. Adrel out.
OPS_Dvon says:
CO/Smug: We could replicate your instruments, as I think your ship is being cleaned of the radiation at the moment
CTO_Adrel says:
::watches to see if that little message takes its effect and get people to go back to work::
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::sighs:: FCO: Believe me I understand.
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::thinks about Kodar and how much she misses him::
Harba_Kutch says:
OPS: You will be at the celebration won't you?
OPS_Dvon says:
::smiles:: Harba: Of course I wouldn’t miss it for the world
Host CO_Smug says:
Action: Several security people look around CB1, sees the smiling Orions inches away and grin.  Yes, they think, they are definitely here.
Host CO_Smug says:
Action: Some, however, take the hint and become serious again.::
Harba_Kutch says:
::smiles at D’von and then at Smug and nods::
CTO_Adrel says:
::takes out her PADD and takes some notes about the security staff, then walks out of CB1::
Host CO_KBeth says:
Smug: if you will excuse me.  I have some ship's business to attend to. ::motions to D'von to step aside::
Host CO_Smug says:
<Sec CB4>  *CTO*: Ma’am, does this mean we are to bring these two to CB1?
Host CO_Smug says:
CO: Of course Captain, of course.  ::Grins::
Harba_Kutch says:
::moves next to Smug:: Smug: Well, what now?
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::shakes her head and breaks the day dream::
CTO_Adrel says:
*Sec CB4*: No, those two stay there. They’re allowed to watch their cargo. You two stay there as well and guard CB4. Anything else?
CTO_Adrel says:
::enters the nearest TL::
Host CO_KBeth says:
::moves to a spot where they cannot be overheard:: OPS: You needed to speak to me, Ensign?
Host CO_Smug says:
<Sec. CB4> *CTO*:  No ma’am.  ::Chuckles::
OPS_Dvon says:
::follows the Captain:: CO: Ma'am, I noticed that she was very eager in wanting to leave the CB, like she wanted something besides going to my quarters and talking business and I don’t mean having fun either
CTO_Adrel says:
*SEC CB4*: Good. If there is anything contact me. ANYTHING. I will be on the bridge. Adrel out.
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
CSO: Are we seeing any effect in the radiation readings from the Orion ship due to the release of the gas?
Host CO_KBeth says:
::chuckles a bit:: OPS: Of course she did...she's an Orion.  They are a very curious race.  Just make certain that if you deem it safe to leave the cargo bay with her, have two security personnel with you at all times.
CTO_Adrel says:
TL: Bridge!
OPS_Dvon says:
CO: I was trying to get her to allow me to open the containers but she wouldn’t allow, she said that only Smug has the access codes.  She was going to go with me to see if she could get the Orion guards to leave the contains so I could open them.  But then I read on my PADD that is wouldn’t be safe.  ::brightens up:: Can I take her on a tour of the ship?
Harba_Kutch says:
::nudges Smug in the ribs:: Smug:: Put your eyeballs back in your head man, that Captain has no interest in you, you big galut.
CSO_Syrna says:
XO: The radiation is beginning to dissipate. The gas is working as well as I expected. It will take a complete day for all of the radiation to be purged.
Host CO_Smug says:
Harba: Hmph.  You are one to talk.  If you were anyone else I would call your behavior shameless.  ::Smiles::
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
CSO: How long until it is purged enough to transport the containers back over?
CTO_Adrel says:
::exits the TL and walks on the bridge::
Harba_Kutch says:
::turns and strokes Smug's cheek:: Smug: You're just jealous since you couldn't have me all for yourself.
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::nods to the CTO as she enters::
Host CO_KBeth says:
::looks at D'von and back at the beautiful Orion and then back at D'von and rethinks her previous statement:: OPS: I think you had better stick to the cargo bay.  Later on the CTO may escort a group of Orions around for a tour but it would be better for you two to stay with a group.
CTO_Adrel says:
::nods back and heads to her station::
Host CO_Smug says:
Harba: You are too much female for one man.  ::Grins::
CSO_Syrna says:
XO: If you are concerned with the vaccine being contaminated by the radiation, the minimum wait time is... ::pauses as she mentally calculates her answer:: 16 hours. To be completely safe, a full day.
OPS_Dvon says:
::frowns:: CO: Ma'am I would take two security with me, she just wishes to learn more. As you said before Orions are very curious, and the CTO is very busy.  Who else would be better to show her how we do things then the Operations officer
CSO_Syrna says:
XO: Once the gas has fully dissipated it will be safe to be over there without environ suits in about 6 hours.
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
CSO: Good... I will inform the CO.
CSO_Syrna says:
XO: That would be for short times, roughly an hour or two at a stretch.
Host CO_KBeth says:
OPS: Not right now , Ens.  You work with her on setting up this party.  At least that ought to keep them all out of mischief for at least a little while.
OPS_Dvon says:
::gives the CO a puppy dog face:: CO: Everything will be fine
CTO_Adrel says:
XO: All Orions are in CB1, except the two guards in CB4 and the Orion Dr and CEO in sickbay.
Harba_Kutch says:
Smug: You know it. I wonder how long this human will last? ::nods at D’von::
OPS_Dvon says:
::seeing that the Captain is not going to give in:: CO: Yes, ma'am ::whispers:: spoil sport
Host CO_Smug says:
Harba: Well, since you and he are getting along so well.  You may organize our celebration tonight.  See when we can fetch our instruments and such from our vessel.
Host CO_KBeth says:
::looks sternly at the OPS as she overhears the whisper:: OPS: You will report to my ready room at the end of this shift.  That is all, Ensign.  Dismissed.
OPS_Dvon says:
::wants to say to the Captain that just because she doesn’t have an Orion man drooling over her, she doesn’t have to ruin everyone else’s fun::
CTO_Adrel says:
::turns to the TO:: TO: Anything to report, ensign.... ensign...?
Harba_Kutch says:
Smug: Very well, if I must. ::walks across the room to D’von:: OPS: Captain Smug has asked me to assist with the celebration preparations.
XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
*CO*: The CSO informs me that it will be safe to be on the other vessel without environmental suits in about 6 hours for short intervals.  A minimal of 16 hours for the vaccine, but a complete day to be for sure.
CTO_Adrel says:
<TO>CTO: Ensign Jones. And no, everything is normal and... boring up here. I am sure the ones in the cargo bays have more fun.
OPS_Dvon says:
::looks at Harba:: Harba: I will assist you ::turns to leave, but doesn’t give the CO a very nice look as he walks off::
Host CO_Smug says:
::Walks over to the group of Orions sitting or standing around the cots::  ALL: My friends!  I have spoken with their Captain and she has allowed us to demonstrate our gratitude to the brave crew of this fine vessel.  Tonight, at 2100 hours, there will be a celebration to honor them!
Host CO_Smug says:
ALL: You will all fetch your instruments, juggling things and drums when it is safe to do so and then we will show these fine Federation people how to have a good time!
OPS_Dvon says:
Harba: I wanted to take you on a tour of our ship, but my captain won’t allow it, but I am free to help you set  up for your show
Host CO_KBeth says:
::closes her eyes, sighs and shakes her head at D'von's attitude:: *XO*: Good.  I’m on my way back up to the bridge after I speak with the Admiral.
CTO_Adrel says:
TO: Jones... yes!  Well, the bridge can be pretty interesting as well at times. ::smiles:: For the time being check the sensors, we don't want surprises.
Host CO_Smug says:
Action: The Orions cheer...and a few Starfleet personnel do also.
Harba_Kutch says:
OPS: Thank you D’von, that is most gracious of you.
Host CO_Smug says:
<Flynn>: Drums his fingers on the console, considering his new life as a tug boat pilot.::
Harba_Kutch says:
::bows slightly:: OPS: My performance will be for you this evening.
OPS_Dvon says:
::turns red in the face:: Harba: I will most certainly enjoy it
Host CO_Smug says:
<<<pause Mission>>>>>

